THE CRITICAL PATH OF OUR RETHINKING PROCESS

As well as we do things today, we all know we can and must do them better tomorrow. Cascades SPG Industrial Packaging makes the rethinking process of your industrial packaging chain complete and cost-effective.

Fiber-Technology Research Center
Cascades owns the largest private pulp and paper research center in Canada. Our paper technologists constantly explore new properties of fiber and generate green ideas.

Packaging and Innovation Center
Cascades packaging engineers continuously redesign systems to optimize protection properties and overall performance.

Technical Field Force
Cascades technical representatives use our 6R Formula to ensure the best protective packaging and packing practices are implemented.

Review
Complete interactive analyses of the application, including technical data.

Redesign
Creation of different solution hypotheses and selection of the most promising one.

Reevaluate
Manufacturing planning, cost evaluation and adjustments to proposed solution.

Remodel
Finalizing design and producing units for testing purposes.

Rerun
Lab testing of physical properties and field-testing of the industrial packaging system.

Reintegrate
Assistance in integrating the industrial packaging system in the production process.

Cascades SPG Industrial Packaging is continuously committed to innovating and creating cost-effective and eco-friendly systems that safely bring your products to the market.

RETHINKING INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING

Rethinking Industrial Packaging is our expertise. Our ultimate goal is to generate efficient, innovative solutions using recyclable systems made from recycled material.

The Industrial Packaging sector of Cascades Specialty Products Group is active in four complementary markets, working in synergy toward the complete offer.

Our vision
For us as a manufacturer, rethinking industrial packaging means finding innovative ways to streamline the entire process of the supply chain with the least impact on the environment.

Your benefits
Reducing overall costs. At Cascades, we achieve this by minimizing the number and size of protective packaging components, by optimizing the protection/conservation performance, and by speeding up processing and handling.

Our complete offer
Cascades supports your entire industrial packaging needs with systems, products and materials such as Technicomb & Flexicomb Protective Packaging, Multiboard Specialty Containers, Structural Components, as well as Paperboard & Fiber Composites.
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